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Extensive genetic diversity and substructuring among zebrafish strains revealed through copy number variant analysis
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Copy number variants (CNVs) represent a substantial source of genomic variation in vertebrates and have been associated with numerous human diseases. Despite this, the extent of CNVs in the zebrafish, an important model for human disease, remains unknown. Using 80 zebrafish genomes, representing three commonly used laboratory strains and one native population, we constructed a genome-wide, high-resolution CNV map for the zebrafish comprising 6,080 CNV elements and encompassing 14.6% of the zebrafish reference genome. This amount of copy number variation is four times that previously observed in other vertebrates, including humans. Moreover, 69% of the CNV elements exhibited strain specificity, with the highest number observed for Tubingen. This variation likely arose, in part, from Tubingen’s large founding size and composite population origin. Additional population genetic studies also provided important insight into the origins and substructure of these commonly used laboratory strains. This extensive variation among and within zebrafish strains may have functional effects that impact phenotype and, if not properly addressed, such extensive levels of germ-line variation and population substructure in this commonly used model organism can potentially confound studies intended for translation to human diseases.

comprehensive genome-wide assessment for zebrafish CNVs has yet been reported. We have conducted an assessment revealing an unprecedented high level of copy number polymorphisms distributed throughout the genome, with extensive within- (intra-) and between- (inter-) strain variation. This variation indicates extensive genetic substructuring between zebrafish strains, with 69% of CNV elements (CNVEs; e.g., CNVs having >50% reciprocal overlap) exhibiting strain specificity, with the highest levels observed for Tubingen (Tu). The CNVE substructuring observed among laboratory strains appears to be primarily driven by the initial population size and the genetic variation within the founding stock. This variation has the potential to impact natural and experimentally derived phenotypes within the species, and could confound zebrafish studies intended for translation to human disease if not addressed by study designs.

Results and Discussion

Extensive Genomic Copy Number Variation Within and Between Laboratory Strains and a Native Zebrafish Population. We examined 80 individual fish from three separate zebrafish laboratory strains and a native population to identify and characterize CNV content within and between zebrafish lineages using array-based comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) (Fig. 1). Twenty randomly selected fish were collected for each of the three laboratory strains AB, WIK, and Tu, as well as a native population from Bangladesh. Among laboratory strains, AB and Tu are commonly used for mutagenesis and gene knockdown experiments. WIK is predominantly used to facilitate gene mapping, because of its high level of simple sequence length polymorphism

The zebrafish, Danio rerio, is an important model system for human pathologies, given its distinct advantages including high fecundity, external fertilization, and the availability of forward (i.e., induced random mutation) and reverse (i.e., gene knockout) genetic techniques (1). Although the zebrafish reference genome is now considered complete, it is still poorly characterized with respect to genetic variants [i.e., single-nucleotide polymorphisms (2) and structural genomic variants]. The limited number of population-wide analyses available (i.e., microsatellite polymorphisms) indicate that native zebrafish populations have significantly more variability than commonly used laboratory strains (3). This finding suggests that laboratory strains of zebrafish, compared with native zebrafish populations, should have considerably lower levels of structural variants.

Structural genomic variants, including both balanced (e.g., most inversions, insertions, and translocations) and unbalanced rearrangements (i.e., copy number variants; CNVs), are widespread among vertebrates, with CNVs representing the largest known component (4–11). In addition, CNVs have also been associated with human disease phenotypes including neurological disorders (12), early onset obesity (13), and some forms of cancer (14). Although a few zebrafish CNVs have been studied previously [e.g., mannose binding lectin (15) and globin (16) genes], no
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(e.g., microsatellites) variation compared with either AB or Tu (17). The aCGH experiments were performed using a custom array containing 967,331 uniquely mapping 60-mer oligonucleotide array features (i.e., test probes) designed against the zebrafish Zv8 reference genome, originating from the Tu strain. Unique probes were selected to reduce noise generated from highly repetitive regions, and as such our array lacks information for known zebrafish genome duplications (e.g., globin genes) and genomic regions containing segmental duplications, long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs), short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs), and simple repeats. Although we primarily avoided such sequences to reduce noise in our arrays, we also avoided these areas as many of the repeat elements (i.e., segmental duplications) have not yet been accurately mapped in the zebrafish genome. To minimize potential biases arising from the use of the Tu reference, we used strain-specific references for all groups.

CNV calls were based on mean log2 ratios of ±0.4 for three consecutive probes. Using these criteria, we interrogated the zebrafish genome for relative DNA gains and losses at an effective resolution of ~4 kb. We attribute the observed log2 ratio differences between individuals to actual CNVs, because SNPs in zebrafish are thought to occur approximately once every 0.5–3 kb (2, 18), and at least three SNPs within a 60-mer are required to sufficiently alter probe binding efficiency on our array platform. These experiments identified a total of 31,749 CNVs across all 80 fish (Fig. 1). CNV size divergence between strains showed appreciable differences, with the native fish having significantly smaller CNVs (mean CNV size of 32,452 bp) compared with all other groups (ANOVA; P < 0.001), and Tu (mean CNV size of 45,731 bp) having significantly larger CNVs compared with all other groups (Tukey HSD; P < 0.01). The size distribution frequencies can be appreciated in a size frequency histogram and cumulative distribution function plot (Fig. 2). Among these CNVs, 100 were randomly selected for subsequent quantitative PCR (qPCR) validation experiments, with 95% of the loci tested subsequently validating (Table S1).

Pairwise analyses of genomic CNV coverage (Table S2) across the four zebrafish groups demonstrated a much higher level of variation (1.22%) than interindividual CNV differences found among human populations (0.78%) (4). This level of coverage only takes into account pairwise variation given the use of strain-specific reference DNAs. Combining all zebrafish CNVs discovered, a nonredundant dataset comprising 192,460,331 bp of sequence, representing 14.6% of the zebrafish reference genome, was obtained. This dataset represents more than four times the percentage of reference genome sequence covered by similarly common CNVs in humans (4) and other vertebrates (5, 8, 9). Reporting the percentage of the genome affected by CNVs should compensate for differences in genome sizes and array resolutions from different CNV studies. Although our array has a reduced resolution compared with some recent human studies (4), comparisons with similar resolution human arrays (10) still indicate that the content of CNVs in the zebrafish genome far exceeds that found in humans. Moreover, our array design precluded repetitive genomic elements (i.e., segmental duplications, LINEs, SINEs, etc.), which have been shown to be catalysts of CNV size variation between strains.

To identify strain-specific CNV differences, additional aCGH experiments were conducted using pooled DNA of 10 additional fish each from AB, WIK, and Tu. These experiments identified 2,393 CNVs covering 58,930,737 bp (4.5%) of the zebrafish reference genome. Of these 2,393 CNVs, 682 (28.5%) did not overlap with CNVs discovered during the analysis of the original 80 fish. Of these CNVs, 162 were found to be strain-specific, with seven genes completely overlapped by CNVs (three Tu gains, zgc:163079, zgc:1629, mem103; two Tu losses, trhl, irx3a; two WIK gains, zgc:77058, ppp1r3b) and 56 genes partially covered by CNVs (Table S3). Given that we used strain-specific refer-

![Figure 1. Experimental design overview. Twenty zebrafish individuals from each of AB, WIK, and Tu and a native strain from Bangladesh were analyzed (10 individuals per laboratory site). A single individual from each strain was randomly selected as the strain reference to compare against remaining individuals in the strain using a custom Agilent 1 Million feature aCGH array platform. Analyses produced 31,749 CNVs that were combined into 6,080 CNVs using a 50% reciprocal overlap criterion.](image1)

![Figure 2. CNV size variation. (A) Cumulative distribution function plots of CNV sizes for each strain. Faster-rising lines indicate an increased frequency of smaller CNVs, and slower-rising lines indicate an increased frequency of larger CNVs. Differences between strains were significant, with Tu having significantly larger CNVs and the native fish having significantly smaller CNVs (ANOVA; P < 0.001). (B) CNV frequency histogram of the percentage of total CNV calls within 10-kb size bins indicating a significantly higher percentage of small CNVs in native fish and a significantly higher percentage of larger CNVs in Tu (ANOVA; P < 0.001).](image2)
ences for calling CNVs in each of the 80 individual fish, these observations indicate that our findings are underestimates of the total level of structural variation that actually exists between zebrafish strains.

The 31,749 CNVs found in the 80 individual fish were combined (using a 50% reciprocal overlap criterion) into a non-redundant dataset of 6,080 CNVEs (Dataset S1). The CNVEs exhibited a mean and median size of 41.5 kb and 23.4 kb, respectively, and appeared to be distributed ubiquitously across the 25 zebrafish chromosomes (Fig. 3). Two chromosomes, 4 and 22, were observed to have a greater percentage of their chromosome lengths associated with CNVEs (33.8% and 28.1%, respectively; chromosome average 14.2%; Fig. S1). These two chromosomes are known to have a high degree of heterochromatin and genic sequence, respectively. Additionally, we found 2,244 (37%) CNVEs overlapping 2,865 (19.4%) National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Reference Sequence (RefSeq) genes (Table 1). This number represents a significant depletion in the number of CNVEs expected to overlap RefSeq genes by chance alone ($P < 0.001$; Fig. S2A and SI Text). Also, similar to other vertebrate CNV studies (4, 20, 21), we found a significant enrichment for immunity-related genes (e.g., MHC class I UBA and chemokine ligand 12h) ($P < 0.001$; Fig. S2B and SI Text). Among overlapped RefSeq genes, 279 (9.7%) had CNVEs exclusively located within introns (Table 1). For the remaining 2,586 genes, CNVEs completely or partially overlapped the 5′ UTR or 3′ UTR, and eliminated exonic sequences potentially altering regulatory regions affecting gene expression (Table 1).

To determine whether CNVs in zebrafish influence function, we collected DNA and RNA from seven additional full-sib adult zebrafish. The impact of the 792 most copy number-variable CNVs then was assessed for correlation analyses on gene expression levels from RNA expression microarrays (SI Text). A cis-expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) analysis was performed associating CNV copy numbers found within a 1-Mb window upstream and downstream of a gene’s transcription start site and gene expression levels for that gene using a Spearman rank correlation (22). To assess the significance of nominal $P$ values, we used the q-value false discovery rate (FDR) estimation, setting the FDR at 0.05 (23). In total, log$_2$ ratios of 15,137 CNV probes were tested against expression levels of 11,953 gene probes, with 301 significant CNV probe–gene probe expression associations identified (Table S4) comprising 232 CNVs (29.3% of those tested) and 255 genes (2.5% of known genes). Because of the limited sample size for this analysis, we focused on broad patterns of detected associations, as opposed to specific individual associations. Associations were classified based on four parameters: direct associations (i.e., CNV overlapping RefSeq genomic sequence), indirect associations (i.e., CNV not overlapping RefSeq genomic sequence), positive associations (i.e., copy gain associated with increased expression or copy loss associated with decreased expression), and negative associations (i.e., a gain associated with decreased expression or a loss associated with increased expression). Seventy six (25.2%) of the associations were direct with positive associations, 40 (13.3%) were direct with negative associations, 104 (34.6%) were indirect with positive associations, and 81 (26.9%) were indirect with negative associations. Interestingly, the majority of CNV-gene expression associations were indirect (185; 61.5%) and therefore possibly regulatory in nature (24). These patterns reflect associations for only high copy-number variable CNVs, which may differ from that of the entire CNV set. We also note that these associations may not actually be attributable to the CNV itself, as a CNV could also serve as a proxy for a functional SNP. Nevertheless, this analysis suggests that many CNVs are likely to contribute to gene expression variation among zebrafish individuals and possibly to higher-order phenotypes, and motivates a more comprehensive, well-powered eQTL study to characterize specific patterns of functional effects of CNVs on gene expression in zebrafish.

**Highest Genetic Variation Found Within the Tu Strain.** Zebrafish are indigenous throughout the southeastern Himalayan region from Pakistan to Myanmar, at elevations near sea level to more than 1,300 m (25). Populations are typically found in slow-moving water with temperatures ranging between 20 and 34 °C (25). Although no extensive native population genetic studies have yet been performed, their widespread geographical range and diverse environmental conditions suggest local adaptation may occur between isolated groups. This widespread distribution could lead to substantial genetic substructuring among zebrafish populations, as has been observed previously for other freshwater aquatic species with disjunct distributions (26, 27). Indeed, our CNVE data appear to be consistent with extensive population substructuring (i.e., local adaptation) among zebrafish populations, with 4,199 (69%) of the identified CNVEs unique to one strain and only 457 (7.5%) CNVEs common to all four groups (Fig. 4A). To determine the significance of the apparent substructuring, we analyzed the CNVEs using FRAPPE (28). This analysis resulted in $K = 4$ as the most probable structure for the zebrafish strains (Fig. 4B). Although the genetic substructuring in zebrafish is not unexpected, it does indicate that care must be taken when examining zebrafish data, as some CNVs may cause strain-specific phenotypes.

The variation among the four zebrafish groups studied was most pronounced in Tu, which exhibited the highest level of CNV sequence coverage and genomic CNVE coverage (Table 1). This finding somewhat contradicts previous microsatellite-based studies (3) suggesting that genetic variation within laboratory strains is considerably lower than among individuals of native zebrafish populations. Because our array platform was based on a Tu reference sequence, one limitation of our platform could be diminished sensitivity for detecting certain CNVs in other

![Fig. 3. CNV map. A combined zebrafish CNVE map with copy number gains (green) and losses (red) distributed along chromosome lengths. Length of green and red lines reflect relative CNVE frequencies at respective chromosomal locations.](image-url)
zebrafish strains. For example, DNA sequences that are only present in Tu would not be detected as homozygous losses when the test and reference DNAs are from the same non-Tu zebrafish strain. For Tu-specific sequences, non-Tu samples would result in no dye intensity signal for both the test and reference, theoretically resulting in a log2 ratio of zero. Alternatively, sequences completely absent from Tu but present in one or more copies in AB or WIK would not be represented on our array platform, and therefore CNVs for these genomic regions in AB and WIK would go undetected. Based on the number of highly confident homozygous losses that we detect in the zebrafish strains studied, we believe that the loss of CNV detection resulting from these limitations would be minimal.

Observed genotypic differences among laboratory strains likely result from at least two separate factors: initial population size and initial founding stock genetic variation. WIK (originally WIK11) was created from a single pair of native caught fish from India (17). The current AB strain (also known as AB*) was reinitiated in 1992 using six pairs. (AB strain history is available at http://zfin.org/action/genotype/detail?genotype.zdbID=ZDB-GENO-960809-7.) In contrast to these two strains, Tu originated from about 100 commercially raised founders (29) obtained from multiple locally adapted populations (i.e., composite populations). In such a composite population, initial fish are obtained from distinct, geographical locations and exhibit increased levels of genetic and presumably phenotypic variation (Fig. 5). Random mating among such founders results in hybrid offspring with greater levels of genetic variation than either parent. Continued random mating among hybrid fish, along with the increase in genetic recombination known to occur in composite populations (reviewed in ref. 30), would substantially increase genetic variation in subsequent offspring. Given Tu’s origins from a composite population and its increased mean CNV size, it is suspected that Tu may harbor more segmental duplications than other laboratory strains as a result of hybridizations between founders with unique chromosomal rearrangements and/or duplication events.

Specific chromosomal rearrangements have previously been observed between different zebrafish strains (e.g., AB and Tu) (31), and therefore could have existed among some of the Tu founders that were locally adapted. An increased number of segmental duplications in the Tu composite population would suggest an increased rate of nonallelic homologous recombination and hence the observed increases in CNV number and size among these fish compared with other zebrafish laboratory strains with more restricted lineages (Fig. 2).

To explore potential strain-specific characteristics, we both examined gene enrichments among CNVs and compared $V_{st}$ values, a population differentiation estimator similar to $F_{st}$ (10), among strains. For gene enrichment analyses, we conducted pairwise permutations between the four zebrafish groups for all CNV genic regions. These analyses identified 71 genes (Tu, 39; Native, 19; WIK, 9; AB, 4) exhibiting significantly enriched coverage within a strain (Fisher exact test; $P > 0.05$) with 55% observed only in Tu (Table S5). Calculations for $V_{st}$ across all zebrafish groups were performed using aCGH log2 ratio signal intensity data. $V_{st}$ data provide values from 0 (no difference) to 1

Table 1. RefSeq genes affected by CNVs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>Whole gene</th>
<th>Intron</th>
<th>5′ UTR</th>
<th>3′ UTR</th>
<th>Other*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>1,094</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIK</td>
<td>1,091</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu</td>
<td>2,151</td>
<td>1,401</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,865</td>
<td>1,802</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overlap analyses were performed to determine the number of RefSeq genes and gene components that overlap CNVs within each zebrafish strain. *Denotes genes with CNVs in exons or multiple CNVs affecting the 5′UTR and 3′UTR separately.

Fig. 4. Strain-specific differences. (A) A Venn diagram indicating strain-specific CNVEs and the numbers of overlapping CNVEs between strains. CNVEs observed in three or more strains are represented as raised shallow plateaus and three-way overlaps, with the highest plateau representing CNVEs occurring in all strains. (B) Structure plot of CNVE data analyzed by FRAPPE for population substructure found an optimal value of $K = 4$. Analyses were also performed for $K = 5–8$ with no significant changes in the structure.

Fig. 5. Composite stocks are created by combining individuals from multiple locally adapted populations. Combined stocks then hybridized in a random intraspecific manner, increasing genetic variability through extensive recombination between divergent populations. In nature, such hybrids are frequently selected against, but in a commercial fish farm lacking selective pressure, hybridized individuals survive and reproduce randomly within the composite population, further increasing genetic variation. Tu, having been created from such a composite population and without significant selective measures, exhibits increased CNV numbers and sizes.
(complete population differentiation), with high $V_{av}$ values indicating regions under increased selective pressure (SI Text) (10, 32). Using a stringent threshold cutoff of $V_{av} > 0.6$ (paired average $V_{av} = 0.226$), a total of 678 CNVEs (189 strain-specific) were identified above the $V_{av}$ threshold (Fig. S3A). Among laboratory strains, Tu exhibited the highest number of genomic regions with strain-specific $V_{av}$ values greater than the threshold (i.e., CNV $V_{av}$ elevated in one strain versus the other two strains; Tu, 42; WIK, 33; AB, 30). Examples of genomic regions with $V_{av}$ values exclusively elevated in Tu include variants overlapping rgs4 and rgs5a (Fig. S3B). These genes have important functions during early hindbrain development and in the adult eye, respectively. Additionally, 84 CNVEs with $V_{av}$ values above the threshold were native fish-specific, perhaps representing increased selective pressures exerted upon the native zebrafish population. Finding fewer strain-specific genomic regions in laboratory strains (Fig. 2), compared with the native population, may be indicative of either inbreeding effects or relaxed selective pressures in laboratory strains compared with natural “native” populations. The likelihood that differences in the native population are the result of relaxed selective pressure in laboratory strains is bolstered by the fact that CNVs among the native fish were significantly smaller than among all of the laboratory strains. This finding is consistent with the idea that larger CNVs, which encompass more sequence and thus are potentially more deleterious, are selectively eliminated from native populations whereas maintained in laboratory strains. Additional analyses would be required to conclusively determine the relative contributions of selective pressure and inbreeding on the observed CNV differences between these zebrafish strains.

The level of variation in native fish was surprisingly lower than that seen in Tu, despite their higher effective population size and presumed ability to migrate and mate randomly. This lower level of variation likely results from the single geographical origin of these fish and the higher selective pressures upon them compared with laboratory strains, as indicated from our $V_{av}$ data. Because AB, WIK, and native fish have similar CNV levels despite their differences in effective population sizes, our findings suggest that newly formed CNVs in native strains, Tu exhibited the highest number of genomic regions with CNV differences between these zebrafish strains.

Materials and Methods

Sample Collection and Preparation. Twenty adult zebrafish were collected for the AB (10 from the Dana Farber Cancer Center, Look laboratory; 10 from Purdue University, Freeman laboratory), Tu (10 from Children’s Hospital Boston, Zhou laboratory; 10 from the University of Utah, Trede laboratory), and WIK (10 from Children’s Hospital Boston, Zhou laboratory; 10 from the Zebrafish International Resource Center) strains and a native population from Bangladesh (University of Exeter, Tyler laboratory; SI Text). All fish were maintained following standard laboratory procedures and euthanized following approved Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee protocols. Euthanized animals were flash-frozen with liquid nitrogen and homogenized for total genomic DNA extraction. Fin clips were subjected to similar freezing and homogenization. Genomic DNA was isolated using a standard phenol-chloroform protocol.

Array Platform Design and Hybridization. All aCGH was performed using a custom-designed Agilent Technologies SurePrint G3 CGH microarray. Uniquely mapping 60-mer oligonucleotide array features were generated using an algorithm that designed probes using the zebrafish 26x reference genome. Only probe without redundancy were designed from highly repetitive regions (i.e., segmental duplications, LINEs, etc.), and 967,331 designed features accompanied 6,685 built-in positive and negative controls, providing an average 1.4-kb probe spacing throughout the zebrafish reference genome. For individual aCGH experiments, one individual from each strain was randomly chosen as a reference sample to compare against all other individuals (test samples) from that strain. Pooled aCGH experiments used equal amounts of DNA from 10 fish from each of the three laboratory strains. Pooled AB DNA was used as the reference against both pooled Tu DNA and pooled WIK DNA, and pooled WIK DNA was used as the reference against pooled Tu DNA. Arrays were hybridized using standard Agilent protocols with one modification: We used 1 μg of heat-denatured DNA (5 min at 95 °C) per labeling reaction in place of 1 μg restriction enzyme-digested DNA. Hybridized arrays were scanned on an Agilent G2505C scanner at 2-μm resolution.

CNV Calling. Array images were extracted using Agilent Feature Extraction software incorporating signal normalization for Cy3 and Cy5 signal intensities. Normalized signal intensity files were imported into and analyzed using Nexus Copy Number software (version 5.1) (BioDiscovery). This program analyzes log, ratio output files using a rank segmentation algorithm similar to circular binary segmentation (37). Settings were optimized using a self-self hybridization. Analysis settings can be found in SI Text.

Reciprocal Overlap. Detected CNVs were combined to create a nonredundant set of CNVEs. Genetic variation and noise caused by technical differences

Implications for Zebrafish Research. The extensive copy number variation observed in our study highlights the need to consider all forms of genetic variation in biological and medical research using zebrafish. Our data indicate not only a high degree of strain substructuring but also an increased level of variation between individual fish within a strain (Table S2). These high levels of variation within zebrafish strains potentially could confound studies intended for translation to human diseases. This possibility is especially important, given we already know of human CNVs that contribute substantially to physiological and phenotypic effects as well as degrees of disease susceptibility and therapy outcomes (12, 33).

It is likely that cellular-level differences arise from some of the zebrafish copy number variants described in this study. For example, it has recently been shown that zebrafish strains exhibit different phenotypic effects when exposed to ethanol (34). Based on the phenotypes examined, individual strains exhibited differences in sensitivity to ethanol with regard to each pathway examined. This finding suggests that ethanol influences each examined phenotypic pathway in a strain-specific manner. Knowledge of CNVs in these pathways may provide candidate genes upon which ethanol acts to result in the various phenotypes.
between experiments led to a variety of breakpoint coordinates being reported for the same CNV. Thus, we used a 50% reciprocal overlap rule using custom genome calls sorted by size (smallest to largest), merging those overlapping each other by at least 50% of their respective total lengths.

**CNV Validation.** Validations of CNV regions were performed using qPCR. Each CNV was validated on the reference sample, one fish presenting the same copy number status as the reference and two fish exhibiting copy number variability. Primers were designed using Primer3 (38) to amplify a 100- to 200-bp fragment within each CNV using sequences from the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser (39). A total of 100 CNV regions were randomly chosen for validation (Table S1). Nine control primer pairs were designed and evaluated in ultracopy elements (40). One control primer pair, (forward) 5′-CTTTCCTAGATTTTTAC3′ and (reverse) 5′-GGAAAGCTTAGCTGGTAG3′, was selected and amplified in parallel for each sample. qPCR was performed in triplicate using Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) in 10-μL reaction volumes on 384-well plates with a 7900HT Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). The amplification profile consisted of initial activation of AmpliTaq Gold polymerase (Applied Biosystems) at 95 °C (10 min), and then 35 cycles of 95 °C (15 s) and 60 °C (30 s), with dissociation curves generated at PCR completion to confirm the specificity of PCR products. The cycle threshold was determined as the number of cycles needed to cross the threshold value. ΔΔCT was calculated by subtracting the ultracopy elements (UCE) Ct value from the CNV Ct value. ΔΔCT was then determined by subtracting the reference sample ΔCT from the test ΔCT. The log2 ratio as expressed by ΔΔCT for each CNV was then compared with the aCGH log2 ratio.

**CNV Enrichment and Population Genetic Analyses.** Randomization tests were performed as described previously (8). Briefly, locations of the 6,080 CNVs were assigned to the midpoint of a randomly selected probe on the Agilent array, and direct overlap with a zebrafish RefSeq gene was evaluated for 10,000 randomizations of CNV sizes found in our analysis (SI Text). For enrichment analysis, RefSeq gene and assembly gap locations were extracted from the zebrafish reference genome using the “Table” function of the UCSC Genome Browser (39).

Examination of strain-specific genes directly affected by CNV was carried out using Nexus enrichment analysis and gene ontology (GO) analysis (41, 42). GO terms enriched with high degrees of copy number change across the genome were ranked without the need to select regions or place arbitrary thresholds. Potential functional effects were assigned based on this analysis. Vr values were calculated for merged CNVEs using the method described by Redon et al. (10) with modifications. The mean log2 ratio across all probes falling within a specific CNV region was calculated. The variance of the means for the entire set (Vr), the AB set (Vrob), Tu (Vtu), WIK set (Vwik), and Native set (Vrnative) was then calculated. Average variance within populations was then calculated (Vr) by taking the mean between populations (i.e., Vrob and Vtu). Vr values were finally calculated using the standard formula Vr = (Vr − Vtu)/Vtu.
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